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BF2Hub Privacy Policy
This Privacy Policy describes what information BF2Hub gathers, how we collect this
information and more.
What we collect:
Part 1- 'Battlefield2 data'
Battlefield2 data generally means information which might reasonably be used to
specifically identify your existing Battlefield2 account and may include information
such as your account name, account email, account password, player name, profile
id and CD-key. We collect such data only when you provide it to us with your explicit
acceptance and confirmation, such as when you:
•
•

Explicitly confirm a request from our BF2Hub Client software to transfer your
existing Battlefield2 data from GameSpy or your PC to BF2Hub.
Transfer your Battlefield2 data via web form on www.bf2hub.com to BF2Hub
solely on your own will.

If you explicitly agree to transfer your existing Battlefield2 data from GameSpy or
your PC to BF2Hub via the BF2Hub Client software, your data will be transferred
encrypted via a secure connection (HTTPS) in retrievable form to storage
environment owned by BF2Hub.
BF2Hub will NEVER share or sale your private Battlefield2 data, namely your
account credentials (email and password) or your CD-key to anyone.
Other Battlefield2 data, such as your player name and player stats is publicly
available.
Part 2- 'Personal Information'
Personal Information generally means information which might reasonably be used to
specifically identify you and may include information such as your name, address,
age, email and phone number. We collect such personal information when you
provide it to us, such as when you:
•
•
•

Register for site membership on www.bf2hub.com
Sign up for email newsletters or
Otherwise communicate with us.

BF2Hub will NEVER share or sale your personal information to anyone.
Part 3- Other Information We Collect:

Cookies are small text files that are placed on your hard disk by a Web page server.
Cookies contain information that can later be read by a Web server in the domain
that issued the cookie to you. Cookies cannot be used to run programs or deliver
viruses to your computer. Like many other web sites, BF2Hub sites use cookies to
enable you to sign in to our services and to help personalize your online experience.
We may use a cookie to identify members so they do not have to re-enter a user ID
and password when they wish to sign into an account.
You need not have cookies turned on to visit all of our sites, though cookies may be
required in order for you to participate in certain areas. If you choose to become a
member of certain BF2Hub websites, you must have cookies enabled to access any
member related pages.
What BF2Hub does with the Information it Collects
Battlefield2 data. We use your private Battlefield2 account credentials and CD-key
to protect your Battlefield2 accounts (soldiers) from unauthorized access and to
provide online services for you, such as Battlefield2 game login, CD-key check and
stats updates. We use your public Battlefield2 data to generate stats for your
accounts (soldiers).
Personal Information. We use your personal information to provide you sing in
functionality to our services and to send you important information if you are
subscribed to a BF2Hub newsletter (see “Emails” below).
Emails. We use email addresses to send newsletters or important information of our
BF2Hub services or products. Any recipient will be able to unsubscribe from receiving
these emails.
How You Can Change or Control what is Collected:
Cookies. Most web browsers automatically accept cookies but allow you to modify
security settings so you can approve or reject cookies on a case-by-case basis. You
may stop or restrict cookies on your computer or purge them from your browser by
adjusting your web browser preferences. However, if you 'turn off', purge or disable
cookies, although you may still use our websites, you may not be able to use all of
the features, functions or services available on our websites.
Your Newsletter Subscriptions. You can opt-in to newsletter mailing lists, or remove
yourself at any time by following the instructions at the end of the newsletters you
receive.
Other Useful Information Regarding Your Privacy
Security. We believe we use reasonable precautions to keep the Battlefield2 data
and personal information you disclose to our websites secure. However, we cannot
guarantee there will not be a breach and we are not responsible for any breach of
security.

Children. BF2Hub web sites are not intended for use by children, especially those
under 13. No one under age 13 should provide any personal information or use our
services at all.
Links to Other Sites. BF2Hub web site may contain links to other sites whose
information practices may be different from ours. We do not have control over the
information that is submitted to, or collected by, these third parties. You should
consult the privacy policy of these other sites to learn how your privacy is protected.
Please visit our User Agreement page on www.bf2hub.com for more
information concerning your use of BF2Hub websites and other services. The
User Agreement is incorporated by reference into this Privacy Policy.
Changes to the Privacy Policy We may change this Privacy Policy from time to time,
and all changes will be effective at the time we post them. If we believe there is a
significant change, we may indicate on our sites that our Privacy Policy has changed.
The then-posted version of the Privacy Policy supersedes all prior versions. Your
continued access to or use of any of our sites shall be deemed your acceptance of
the Privacy Policy.
We urge you to come back to this web page and review this Privacy Policy
regularly so that you remain aware of the terms and conditions that apply to
you.
Questions? If you have any questions on our Privacy Policy, you can contact us at
office@bf2hub.com; be sure to include Privacy Policy in the subject line.

